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PADEREWSKI,

Ignace Jan Paderewski is admittedly the
legitimate successor of Anton Rubinstein, and
" 71
the mantle of fame worn through four decades
/ '.r'-yr*', 1.
by the illustrious Moldavian has fallen upon
/
the shoulders of this already world-famous
/
Polish artist.
|t
Even in the present day of juvenile prodigies
pf
and phenomenal exhibition of pianistic power,
Paderewski has appeared to astonish the general public, and to charm music-lovers by the
j
marvellous dexterity he displays upon the key1
U- •
board, and by the manifestation of much rarer
I -A :
qualities—lifting him above the heads of all.
\
his contemporaries—-he has acquired, in an
;
unusually short time, the highest position in
\
■J
.
the artistic world. The more frequently the
'■
/
opportunity has been afforded of bearing Pa'
mmj
derewski, the greater admiration his perform\ ’? B '
W
g
ances have excited.
X,
In purely mechanical skill it seems impossi¬
ble to exceed the limits of his amazing achievements. He has his light and delicate moods
X
as well‘as his dreamy and romantic humors
vl h fi .1 expre sioi n the perfo nance ;f‘
- *
"
the beautiful pianoforte works of his fellow'
PADEREWSKI
countryman, Frederick Chopin, interest in
whose works increases year by year.
Hla i h 3 ng
ver giv s me the d > oi i
Shortly after this date, Paderewski
■
ce, but seems tc
1
ae out¬
come of inherent and spontaneous musical feeling, Of all j tournee which extended throughou
living pianists he reminds toe most of Anton Rubinstein, Servia, and Roumania, during the co
but his manipulation is more delicate, far surer and performed nothing but his own comp
nominated P
clearer than that of the great Moldavian. He never teen years of age he was i_
plays a false note, and the fire and musical impulse to the Warsaw Conservatory, and it is
which animate Paderewski never infringe upon the money earned in this capacity was d< iv
borderland which divides enthusiasm from extrava- of general knowledge after the hou rs
gance.
■
duties had ceased. In 1884 he Si*2, a
Ian Paderewski first is - he Hgh at Podolia, tl j Conservatory if Music in Strasl u
■a province of Russian Poland, on the 6th of November, year he abandoned teaching and resol

1

recent meeting.

or notes that equal a quarter, to eac

Mme. Rive-King, with Theodore Thomas and the instance, to a dotted quarter not

Chicago orchestra, will give ten' concerts in the western
cities in March.
Dr. Dowell Mason’s , birth-day was appropriately
observed in a centennial celebration at his native town,
Medfield, Mass., Jan. 8th.

there are two beats to a measure, t
, . .
...
. . . T. . ,
beat, or their equivalent. It is b
tion to the Italian tempo words
nome; they are useless when m
g;yen>
Miss Geraldine Morgan, the violinist and a pupil of s
Joachim’s, made her American debut with the New York
Quest.—-About in what proporti
Symphony Orchestra at its fourth concert.
practice should the teacher require
“ Women and the Violin” is the title of an article
Ans.—Czerny, John Field, and B
written for the “ Youth's CompanionBoston, by that
,
,
, .
,
distinguished artist, Mme. Camilla Urso.
to play major and minor scales slow
Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Dannreuther recently gave ally increase the velocity as I gain
three recitals in Buffalo. The programmes were devoted not long at a time, advising a rest
to Beethoven’s ten Sonatas for pianoforte and violin.
before trying them at the faster tem
Mr. Geo. W.' Morgan, the organist, and his daughter I. was advised to play my 6tadea v
Miss Maud Morgan, the harpist, will make a professional
the metronome but a degree at a tim
tour across the continent, beginning in April.
to practice at least four times slow
All choral societies and choirs throughout the country tempo, until perfectly learned, and
are to be invited to participate in the grand choruses to T
’ , %
_
be sung at the dedicatory services of the World’s Fair I could play them perfectly, and w
inauguration, next Qctober.
ness, or repoBefully.
The Chev
Mr. Morris Steinert, of New Haven, will send to
Quest.—I am using Landon’s “
the Vienna Exposition next summer bis collection of and am at a Iobb to know what tp
spinets, harpsichords, etc. It includes instruments that
finish the book. Shall I use He
belonged to Beethoven, Mozart and Bach.
Bach’s “ Lighter Compositions” ?
Mr. Morris Steinert, the fortunate possessor of
Ans.—But a few of Heller’s 6t
spinets and harpsichords, etc., with Mr. H. E. Krehbiel
reed
organ style. Some of Bac
and Mr. Franz Rummel, will give a series of lectures at
good.
Many of the arrangements
Steinert Hall, Boston, on the precursors of the piano.
This stries will be repeated before the students of Vassal, of Rinck are good. The Album
Yale and Brown universities.
described in our Publisher’s Colu
are those of the Peter’b and thos
, FOREIGN. ’
' ’ rs ' ’
logues.' In the study of pieces or
Sir "Arthur Sullivan is regaining his health.
formance should be demanded.
Saint-Saens is in Algiers, devoting his time to com¬
lecting
material to meet this often
position.
is annotating the pieces for the stud
Mme. Carrbno and Eugene d’Albert were married
and best capabilities of the reed o
r« lently.
■
.
Mlle. Janotha, the pianist, intends soon to publish
her book on Chopin.

Quest.—How can soiled music
Ans.—Use a rubber eraser ligh

F. H. Cowen is writing a cantata, “The Water Lily,” the paper is much roughened it
for the Leeds Festival.
rubbing it with a polished ivory or

T .
.
,
..
days’ wonder and is followed by an equally luminous
Let us teach our methods w
‘
one, eclipsed in turn by a successor. Their names are
j
legion.
tip a nuTwh
We We not all successes as music teachers. Why?
TEACHING
ILAUHINtr "T
II
Because all of us do not use the right means to secure
by perlee
v. JE
JE
the ends we desired. This is a truism.
BY
PERLEE V.
: ——_ .
Let us put it in another way. . Failures are made
.
’
,
,
! ■.
(1)
because bad
bad methods
methods are
are used
used;; (2)
(2) because
because no
no
(1) because
Probably every teacher, in co
methods at all are used. Take the first case: some has now and then a pupil come to
teachers have what they call a “method.” It may be utterly deficient in feeling for tim
an instruction book or it may be a system some one else play steadily through a piece, but
*. J
r
’-TTT1
,
"
.,
1
,,
1
,
j ,,
!
. . ,
,
taught them, or it may be one they have evolved them- time within the measure. Wha
selves. In either case it too often forms a procruBtean deficiency ? The writer believes
7—~I.-•.......——.-.-—a-—ar-rrrrrrrrz- ,—-' ......
bed for pupils to lie on. This system is tried on all teaching at the beginning. If h
pupils without compunction or remorse and without own experience as a teacher, ca
thought.
sense is
iB utterly ;lacking
and not
acRing ana
■Now it makes very little difference whose system or more rare than is commonly supp
Without stopping to discuss
method one uses if it is used without reflection and
discuBs the
withont the most careful adaptation to individual hands, be employed at the be6moi„g
beginning to
,o
voices, capacities and needs. One can’t make a success the time sense of children, how s
in teaching without one's brains, and making the pupil cases be met, caseB in which the
uBe his brains ; and if one tries to use one’s brains with habituated to playing out of time
the ordinary instruction boob or any “ method ” alone he can be made to realize the fac
for tools, one will find, ninety-nine times out of one
Perhaps a description of the w
hundred, that on? is'trying to drive a .nail with a saw or ing with a typical case, may help
lock a door with a hammer.
and aid some teacher who is st
In other words a good method misapplied is a bad problem, lhe case referred to w
method. But I make bold to say that there is one tying who had been studying for two
worse than a bad method, and that is no method at all. careless and utterly incompete
As a general thing a pupil badly taught is really an
ignorant pupil; he.has
he has riot
not had his powers developed;
developed ;
he has everi
n not acquired anything.
anythii
Take -a typical case: Here is a girl who plays, as a
specimen of he?
her powers, Milk’
Mills’ “Recollections
“ Recollections of
Home,” or Thalberg’s “Home, Sweet Home.”- She
holds the damper pedal down all tjj# time. After your
recovery you ask, possibly, “ Why._do - you use the

hardly necessary to add, a chea
lacking was this pupil’s time-se
lacking.was
play four notes in succession to
metronome,
The first thing to be done wa
coincide with , those of the metr
compliBhed by setting the weight
watch the oscillations of the uprig

damper pedal 'all the time ? ” No reply. A look mere- two, three, four. After five or
ly of blank amazement, as if yon had asked, “ Where is this kind for three or four lesso
the North Pole,” or, “ Why did George Washington cut to count two to each tick of the

m

lV;/V

"f-'

■

■.

. . ..

the Se ~>'si Act »f ‘ Fidelii
a -=■ • mu fa higher sxpres ion of his Irama than the opera itself.
There are, however, composers who have written
vocal music exclusively; do yon consequently despise
them ?L_
Such composers seem to me like people who only have
the right to answer questions proposed to them, not,
however, to ask questions or to declare and express
themselves.
,
But why does every composer and, as is well known,
did Beethoven also, long to write-an opera?
Quick and general recognition has in it something
Y enti
—t see god kii
prie
leroes, pt
nts men <
t m ■ all cl nes, at 1 J every a
a 1 1 sin to n 3 m 1: ’ e • has something, inde 1
c
in I
th< i gh jsI '“>■ ( n
rent ai u ti t tpre, •
s ie‘s . elj abo t th m m 1 tha < a < be do 1 inatr •*«' nt
< !•
The public,‘however, prefers the opera to the sym¬
phony.
Because it understands the opera more readily. Aside
from the interest which the subject of the play awakens,
the words explain the music to it. To be wholly enjoyable, th< y toto ij quires the comprehension of music, |
and this quality is possessed only in the smallest propor¬
tion by the public. Instrumental music is the soul of
music, but this truth must be anticipated, sought out,:
discovered, fathomed.
The public does not trouble
itBelf to do this in listening to a work! All the beauties
to be found in the instrumental works of the great
mildmasters (classic) are known to the public from child¬
hood, through the enthusiasm of parents or the ex¬
pressed opinions of its teachers, which a priori admira¬
tion it brings with it; should it, however, be obliged to
discover their beauties of itself, it.would be spanng of
its applause, even to the classical workB, now-a-days.
I see that you are entirely predisposed in favor of in¬
strumental music.
1
'
.
. Not,exclnsively, of course, but at.all events in a high
1le - *ei.
Mozart has written very much instrumental music of
all kinds, too.
And wondrously beautiful; but Mt. Blanc is still not
as high as Chimborazo.
•
How is it then that Chopin and Glinka are among your
prophets ? .
<*s
To explain, that would, I am'afraid, weary you, or
interest yon too little.
I beg you to do so, with the single .condition thahyou
do not oblige me to agree with all you may say.

happiness. Is it possible not to c
a language? Of course, if the f
dered merely in a lively tempo, t
slow tempo, and the third mere
the executant feeling no necessity
then we might call instrumental
and regard vocal music as alone
sion. Another example : The B
2, of Chopin. Is it possible that
feel the necessiiy of representing
flower caught by a gust of wind, a
by the wind, the resistance of t
struggle of the wind, the entreat
at last lies broken there. This ma
the field flower, a rustic maiden
and thus with almost every instru
Then you are an advocate of “
Not altogether. I am in fav
wad poetized, not of the given pro
tion. I am convinced that
tnat ever
ever
merely notes in a given key, a
rhythm, but, on the contrary, e
tone, that is, a programme in. h
rational hope that the interpret
prehend it.
Sometimes he giv
general name, that is, a guide for
and more than this is not necess
gramme of emotion is not to be
Thus I understand programme
the sense
of the i-.
reflected tone-pa
-i
j .
°v eve.n*'8 ?
18 admissi
the naive or comic.
But the Pastorale Symphony o
tone-painting!
The Pastorale establishes a ch
in music of the rustic, the merry
(represented by the fifths in ba
Besides this, there are imitations
as storm, thunder, lightning, e
_1
4.?__ J ..i / 5. .. •
.1
mentioned naivete in music, as w
the cnckoo, and the twitter of b
tone-paipting, Beethoven’s 8ym
mood of nature and the rnstic
music in its most logical express
The romantic-fantastic style—
nixies, gnomes, demons, good an
and so forth—without
-without a program

* This has no reference to the Russ
of which is quite different, and is mostl

ders of those persons who, knowing little about music,
try to impose upon others the idea that they are compe¬
tent critics! The less a person knows on the subject,
the more he displays his ignorance when he attempts to
“show off.” 'w
A lady, dressed in the height of fashion, walked into
a piano wareroom one day and said, with a haughty air,
to the salesman, “I want to look at some of your pianos ;
as I *<-j a ■ idge I don’t wish tost any but your v ry
best.” H n ilesman onducted hei ix 3
f their fir sst
concert grands. The lady pulled off her gloves, display¬
ing fingers covered with ringsrand began to play “ Fish¬
er’s Hornpipe.” Suddenly rising, she remarked, “ Well,
I like your pianos pretty well when I play in any of the
major or minor keys, but when I play in anything else I
don’t like them at all.”
‘
■
Sir Arthur Sullivan, Carl Feininger, the distinguished
violinist and composer, and other equally well-known
musicians were once pupils at the Leipzig Cosservatorium, and were together in one of Moscheles’ classes.
MoBcheles used oftqn to forget the lesson in relating his
experiences with the different pianists and composers he
had met in his life, and the young men, who had some¬
times been remiss in their practice, were glad to encour¬
age him in his reminiscences. One morning, on entering
the class-room, each pupil was struck by the melancholy
expression on the face of the usually smiling Moscheles.
Each one asked, on entering, “ Cm Gotteswillen, Herr
Professor, v/hat is the matter? Are you ill?” The only
reply was a motion of the hand toward the piano, as
much as to say, “You have come here to listen and learn,
and not to chatter.” At last Carl Feininger, the pet pu¬
pil, came in arid insisted upon knowing what was the
matter with hiB dear Professor. “ Well,” said Moscheles,
'*1 will tell you.” So, with labored breath, be began 5
“ I got up this morning—I dressed myself—I went to eat
my breakfast—there was no batter—I sent my Dienstmiidchen out for some batter—” Then Moscheles’ pentup agony burst forth, as he said, in a voice almost
broken % sobs, “ And what do you think. That butter
was wrapped in a page of my Cl Minor Concerto.”

. Carl Faelten, Director Boston Con

I. Beginners in pianoforte playing o
possible, three or four lessons per we

practice under supervision of a teacher.
II. The age .of students should be not
years, some exceptional cases.
n ..i m
t
,
Wilson G. Smith, Teacher and Compo
I. With beginners, a short lesson ev
least each alternate day, is an absolute
advancement is made and good habits
acquired, the lessons may be restricted t
still, three lessons per week.
II. Unless in case of precocious talen
ing' itself, the ninth or tenth year see
early enough for serious study. * ■*
in case of precocity, and even then the s
year seems to me to be early enough.
/
William H. Dana, Brest. Mus. Inst.
I. We give thirty minutes daily an
hours of practice per day. In private
advocate three thirty minute lessons pe
hours (daily) of intelligent practice. .
II. As to the age to begin the study o

say that it depends on the intelligenc

Would not recommend more than four h
per day, no matter what the proficiency

F. B. Rice, Director Oberlin Cons
j .--n
-a
TT rl aL«3i«
tv...
n. It depends on the talent of the st
have a child begin as soon as any mark

t“e8aeCtidfcatnions^list**'***
C°n
tneBe
indications last.

Pete, Rudolph Neff, Peeet. Cm. Col

I. In our judgment, jlwo piano less
better than any other number, unle
circnmstances
IL Just as soon as the stndent has su
power to strike a .note; provided the
evidence of mnsical temperament. .

J, M, Howe, .mucker, DePauw U
I. Very young children should have
the'first few weeks. Three times per w
per week for an indefinite time.
II. Would start a child as soon as a
piano and cover five keys properly w

clined to do. It is easy to play 2 against 3, but difficult
to play 3 against 2, therefore a perfectly even execution
of the triplet must be acquired by giving a strong and
distinctive'accent to each of its notes. These exercises
must.be practiced once every day for from one week to
two months, according to the age and capacity of the
pupil.

his duty.

Should this master then rec

tive pupil, the grandchild of‘ his own
lect would be justly boomeranged an
ried to the deserving. It is in this t
teachers frequently fail. Xaver Schar
•*

"

to this country with the reputation of

greatest masters, has keenly recogniz

niously supplies a remedy by introduc

lum of his new conservatory in New Y

seminary for piano teachers.
1 and 2 a 3 a

(

1 a 2 a 3 a

He fi

While all may not become brilliant p

learn to guide their future pupils w

intelligence. As the seminary, whic
,
,,
■ c
.
Scharwenka personally, ,s free to a
conservatory and open to others for
This exercise will emancipate the pupil from the sta¬ tion, good results will soon be witness
I am digressing. Let us return to th
tionary motion of Ex 1.
Ex. 3. Place the left hand on the lowest C of the key¬ a few of the most prevalent bad habi
board, and the right hand 6 octaves higher, begin Ex. 2, sonal experience as a teacher.
and continue the left hand 3 and the right hand 2 octaves
1. A very Bmall percentage of the a
(playingthe scald-ofC),when both haDdswill arrive on aC their thumb correctly. Mostly it is
. ,
, .
.
m,. .
one octave apart. Play it several times this way and the level of the keys. This is a very
then contrary to the starting point. On six-octave pianos eludes an even technic in scales or a
the right hand can begin on the highest E to prevent com¬ causes a weak tone production. The
ing to the same digital in the middle. Afterward play 8 be held so high as to place the thum
, , „
,
.
m,
with the right hand against 2 with the left hand. Fingering forty-five degrees with the keys. Th
should not be especially considered, as it is of no can the thumb experience a perfect
moment fiere. No matter how queer a pupil may here I jerkyness in scales or arpeggios, and
use his fingers at first, when the mental difficulty has equal to that produced by the other f
_ . .
.
been worked off to some extent, the fingering can be consequence of this one point will be
d.
we remember that the thumb is by f
These two exercises (left hand 8 against right hand 2 and tant finger. Were any one to lose a
right hand 3 against left hand 2) should be played in all of might yet become a tolerably comp
, ,
- .
the scales once every day continually for a year or longer, with the loss of the thumb never.
according to age and capacity of the pupil. Counting is
2. Another habit of the thumb prev
to be changed gradually to 1, 2, and 8. ^
as well as strength in octaves and c
Finally they must be played without counting aloud. the large joint to draw inward and u
The pupil will then forget the different stages he has the hand. This trouble is found in
.
.
gone through, and execute it “ without spelling,” as it more particularly with girls. The resi
were. For a change, one hand can play throughout itB in correcting this habit has caused th

Wwm

i/..

».\srj

LS5S:

itx:

A) 'The melody of. the principal movement is syncopated. In s
should be distinctly marked lor the sake of indicating- to
sures of accompaniment, 112 to £5.
B) These phrases are practically of eight measures each wit
Phrases of this length are not common.

;

■■

.
"•:

C) Repetitions demand contrast, and generally more intensify of
N.B. Observe the half accent marks as follows __, throughou
D) Pull the finger strongly and quickly inward to produce the b
be delicately ^rtd clearly done. One good way is to allow the

Urn

w S -or:

51PS

r-% ’or:

IB/I

mm

gar '* ur:

la

■f.
MU

if % tar

K..1

MM'JC

ir -» tar-

'
■ ' s with two stems so*e to be strongly accented with the
es
power of the high tones of the piano is desired, but l
of the instrument as to power. The tone here must not degener
’au*t Untiz.8

wmmamt

II*

# ■» ur.
nr.JM

rvT iai
u4UI

ii.
IfcMfJ

r’s

ini'
i Blaus/

ii>ur/i

pulling* notes down rather than by high strokes. The f
. wrist is sufficiently loose.
■
,
N) Be sure of a marked contrast by making* this movem
O) A careful touch is especially needed here that anything

Each is stirred to his being’s core, and the activity thus
engendered seeks to find vent in material expression
along the channel familiar to it.
The poet describes to us in words the terror of the
tempest-torn deep, the wild winds and weltering waters,
the Vain straggles of wrecked mariners, and the corpses
drifting shoreward in the wan light of a murky dawn.
The painter seizes one climactic moment as charac¬
teristic of the whole, and gives ua_ in colors, in ah
expressive tableau, this one single significant situation,
from which we muRt infer what has gone before and
what will inevitably follow. His canvas shows us a pall
of cloud above a heaving waste of sea, a dismantled
ship, just disappearing beneath a sheet of foam, and the
tossing arms and blanched faces of her crew in their
last brief struggle. The composer, restricted to the
medium of tone, gives us all the discordant minor voices
of the storm and its impetuous and resistless movement;
the shriek of.the gale, the roar of answering billows, the
mighty Bweep of mammoth surges, and the crash of
shatter ng imbers ; jU ting perhap « ith I - i morsel A
sobbing of the sea, in its subsiding fury, upon a wreckstrewi, shore.
Each has treated the theme from a different standpoint,
aiming at the same results and effects, but subjecting it
to the inherent laws of his own peculiar medium,
embodying it in different material, and emphasizing
different component elements and their appeal to
various faculties and senses. But it is the dread spirit
of the
w
th
t
ct
ht
tpi med in
every case, and which thrills us with its terrific presence.
Now, while.the technical analysis of these different art
products would be radically diverse, and in each case is
wholly concerned with elements, none of which can be
found to figure at all in either of the other, the sesthetic
analysis would be precisely identical in every instance,
■ and would lead us directly to the fear^-the fury, and the
struggt
iu kened and nten fied lil
aroused by
the storm, which‘agitated the breast of the artist at the
time of the conception of his work
Words and colors are so universally familiar that all

which is to be impressed upon othe
meaning from the merely sensuous be
and ornamental elaboration of the
embodied. To be able to express t
composition, at least the pith of it,
in one’s own words is always proof o
possessed to considerable extent, an
so will develop it amazingly. Whe
more definite idea of a composition
more comprehensible description of
pretty piece, be sure that he or she d
its artistic import any more than if
Choctaw, and will be equally unab
comprehend it.
The pupil should be led by easy B
beginning, to Beek and recognize the
of every strain of music, even the sim
to the works he is himself studying,
frequently play for him short mu
distinct but widely varied character,
or taken from compositions with w
unfamiliar; and then, by judicious q
be trained to think and talk about
produced upon him. To tell, for in
music is fast or slow, major or min
exciting or soothing; whether he
suited for a wedding or a funeral,
song, a battle-field or a ball-room ; to
rating hours of morning, the dreamy
or the gloom of winter midnight.
appropriate descriptive name for the
possible way-characterize it, as a d
appeal to his own nature.
Object lessonB of this kind, contin
increasing in comprehensiveness an
crimination, supplemented by hint
from the teacher, by the study of w
of the works of the best composers,
even with the most unpromising pu
experience, having tried the' plan
almost always with results as surp

possible examples is the celebrated “ Spinning Song,”
or “Bee’s Wedding,” as the English call it, of Mendels¬
sohn ; that is, the “ Song Without Words ” in C major,
presto, 6-8 time, which is numbered either 34 or Book
Six, No.>4. Anything more airily light and dainty than
the. staccato melody, to be played with the outside three
fingers, that is, third, fourth, and fifth, of the right hand,
cannot be imagined.
The fourth species of melody, or melodic treatment, is
that in which there is no strict melody, but rather a
jotting or sketching of a melody ; that is to say, there is
a passage of rapid, equal tones, sixteenths or thirtyseconds, and at certain nodes or joints in the long set
of melodic tones we find the changes of harmony indi¬
cated by an emphatic tone. The prelude to the Becond
fugue in Bach’s “ Well-Tempered Clavichord ” iB an
absolutely perfect example of this. Many of the mag¬
nificent studies of Cramer also exemplify it.
From these four modes of treatment I should select
the second as the proper one to apply to thiB exquisite
“ Cradle Song.” Play the first eight measures with the
utmost tranquillity, but not making all the tones of equal
weight. Define the accent of the melody, but by a soft
pulsation, as of the heavings of the mother’s breast.
The first half of the second division of the compound
period, however, must be played Bomewhat more agi¬
tatedly, as it gives a momentary feeling of anxiety and
melancholy, indicated by the minor chord and the bolder
progression. Retain it well, however, within the limits
of good taste, and do not be either noisy or-jostling;
remember that you are rocking the baby to sleep.
To M. Y.—You ask again the old question whether a
knowledge of absolute pitch is necessary to the teacher
If you had said musician, I should say yes, emphatically,
but as you say piano teacher, I say yeB, with a differ¬
ence. There are piano teachers anj, piano teacherB.
If you aim to be one of those all-round, ideal musicianpianists, who lova the piano ardently, but love it more
for what it suggests than what it is, then I should say
yea, by all means you must have a knowledge of abso-

sensitive.
Now for the second part of your
it be cultivated? ” I will make an
anecdote about Demosthenes when a
consisted of. When he was asked
“ Action,” when the second he rep
the third, “ Action.” Now, if you
cultivate your ear, the first thing I wo
and second, “Listen,” and last o
deal.” Perhaps this is not comp
“Listen and think.”

SOME STUDIO EXPERIENCES
--—FOR PUPILS

BY CHARLES W. LA

In looking over old lesson-boo
names of pupils, there comes a flo
followed by reflections. Why did
succeed while others failed? T
answered by giving a short sketc
classes of them :—

Group A. There are several
had a good mind and a good amo
They loved music, but never amou
because they lacked in ambition,
They are now “hewers of wood an
but might have been successful
allowed the good to come to ha
love of ease.

Group B. These were most in
and bright, learned rapidly and
brilliantly. But they did not go
One is now teaching a few pupils
pendent on herself for a living,
good one, for she is not prepared f
of the others have new homeB of
left her new home and is with her
is mentioned to show of what w
education would have been to sev

play, and not by the number of pieces pla
hear a great pianist, we are interested in
A PREVENTABLE CAUSE OF FAILURE.
the pieces of the programme before us,
Without a keystone the arch will fall.
Its founda¬ many such programmes he can play.
tion may be ofrock, its stones of granite perfectly fitted
to their place, the best cement and finest workmanship
MU8ICAL ITEMS IN THE LOCAL
may have been, used in its construction, but it will never
Hardly a subject could be mentione
be an arch until it has a keystone. Similarly, the pupil
many people take a lively interest as tha
may han mu cal talent a %
5 eacher parents ?hc
■ a proof of this assertion, note how in ev
are interested in their child’s success, and keep honrs
isa musical instrument of some kind, an
sacredly devoted to practice, and who keep a good in¬
stant use of music in our every-day life. W
strument in good order and tune, yet one thing is lack¬
not !the thousands of weekly papers in
ing, this is—health.
Lessons are lost and practice
more attention to our art? Doubtless, ne
omitted, and little or no advance is made in the child’s
would publish musical items if some on
musical attainments. Bat how much of the poor health
necessary knowledge of music would gi
is preventable by regular habits of eating, sleeping, and
making a weekly selection of musical new
exercise? How much of this ill health iB due to con¬
Here is where our readers can do a v
fectionery, pastry, and such things, eaten at all times of
good for the cause of musical art by vo
the day ? How much of it to being up late at parties,
this for their home paper. The column
dances, etc.? Why ia it that so many young people of
magazines and the musical news items
poor health, becoming backward in their studies, are
papers of our musical centres, with notic
sent to seminaries and boarding-schools, and while there
sical doings, will furnish all the material
become pictures of robust health ? This is answered by
good work.
the regularity of school life, where not only health ia re¬
gained hut rapid advancement in studies is also made,
Our subscribers are invited to send T
ills the old, old fight, the better self against appetites.
on
teaching, and anything that they thi
It is a battlefield where teachers lose reputation, parents
interest
and value to other teachers or
their money, and the child the educational and musical
help
to
pupils.
There is nothing more p
advancement that Is his due. Success or defeat is in the
ideas that come to a teacher in lesson givin
hands of the parents to a far greater .extent than ia gen¬
be written out for the benefit of the mus
erally supposed.
fession. Some of the mostouseful artic
our readers were written by teachers who
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?
a specialty of literary work; so, then, try
Good music in the home is a delight.
Parents enjoy Bee what you can do for fellow teachers a
a double satisfaction in the fine playing of their children
—pleasure from the music and pride iq,Nthe acquire¬
A mere toying with pleasant sounds m
ments and skill of their children. Bnt not ail musical
panied
the genesis of music, as the evo
children become good- performers, and too many parents
the mathematical definition of them an
fail to enjoy what the time and work of the child and puntal treatment have certainly influenc
their own outlay should have given them. Good play¬ cant past.—S. Austen Pearce.
EDITORIAL NOTES,

for the different styles; 18, the phrasin
signB, or deviations from the regular mo
character of the music.
'
The. abbreviation dim. has, unfortun
ings in this Corrente: In the 6th meas
diminution of tone, in contrast to th
measure. Bnt in the 24th measure dim
sening of both tone and speed; for af
tempo indicated by cresc. there mast be
rallentando in order to restore the ori
I wonld insist upon the enumeration o
for the purpose of cultivating the pupil’
vation. This is not a mqre, visual o
mind must translate every sign and sym
discovers.
We now return to the beginning of
would 'select the first four measures
pupil to examine attentively the treble
tion away from the piano. Only three
borne in mind at firBt: the intervals,
the fingering; the key and the metre hav
observed. When these four measure
ficiently studied I wonld withdraw the
ask the pupil to perform the sectio
in moderate movement, If this is ac
factorily the student should proceed
part of this section in the same manne
A PEOPOSED EEMEDY FOE THOUGHTLESS
The two hands may then be combin
PIANO PLAYING.
section is to be memorized in the sam
. After this the entire period mnst
BY A. J. GOODRICH.
notes, uninterruptedly. Now return
Every piano teacher,.baa probably wondered at the j and observe the legato and staccato m
carelessness or inadvertency of certain pupils who, in the period, merely requiring a reasona
learning a new 6tude or divertisement, seem to be in¬ rectness in these respects. >-j $__
sensible to everything excepting the notes.
The dynamical marks are next in ord
Very few piano pupils in the second or third grades f, fm,p, the symbols > and <(, and(two
are actually ignorant of the meaning q£ the ordinary Maintain the moderate movement unt
signs and symbols used in connection with musical nota¬ executed.
tion, for these are explained in the elementary part of
The second period naturally divides
every text book. Yet it is a matter of frequent occur¬ of two measures each, and it may th
rence for pupils to ignore or disregard all the composer’s according to these smaller divisions.

she ought to like (snch as those little songs of Reinecke
and others.) Then with exercises- that also help the
taste by educating the musical perceptions, as those of
Mason do, yon will be surpri&ed to find how nicely you
will be getting along in a few months. Moreover, yon
must not forget that the child will go on thinking and
rejoicing as a child for a long time, before becoming an
adult. She likes trash, as yon think it, but as she playB
it with snap, it is certain that she half the root of the
matter in her. Did it ever occur to yon how very, very
stupid you once found goody-goody books about cnrlyhaired little boys who went to heaven prematurely ? You
are trying to work that sort of thing in music, and the
pupil has too healthy a child appetite to like it. This is
nearly all there is of it.
.
•
At the same time, you must remember that all serious
music has to have its standpoint granted. If played be¬
fore an unprepared audience, much really fine music is
lost, because the hearers are not in the mood to listen.
Now if you will have class reunions, and play there a
little—not too much—really good music, having first
shown the points in it which you think the pupils ought
to like, and the beautiful effects, if there are any, you
will find all, or nearly all, beginning presently to take an
interest in much music which as yet they do not care for.

This is the golden thread that guides ns through the successive scenes or episodes, varyin
bewildering labyrinth of modern music. This principle spond with the changing phases of its
was, indeed, suggested by Beethoven in the “ Heroic In this case the music usually follows
and Pastoral Symphonies ” and in other works, but only I musical forms. Sometimes it is a
in the later romantic style do we find it adopted as a series of short forms, with no singl
guiding system, and carried out to its full consequences. theme, as in the prelude to “Parsif
In one place it discloses the personal temperament of the sort of musical unity is given by m
.
...
...
,.t.
author, as it does so wonderfully in Chopin’s works and phrase which reappears with modifica
in Schubert’s songs. In another it suggests the mood as in Liszt’s “The Preludes ” and Ber
of the author in the presence of Nature, as in Mendels¬ in the Life of an Artist.” Works of
sohn’s romantic overtures.
In another it intensifies be divided into two classes: those wh
poetic imagery, as in Liszt’s “The Preludes,” and nal events and those that follow
Grieg’s suite “Peer Gynt.”
In another it reveals changes. A good example of the fi
national qualities, as in Chopin’s polonaises and mazur¬ nore ” symphony, which the reader
kas, Liszt’s Hungarian rhapsodies, and Grieg’s Northern in Grove’s “Dictionary,” article “Sc
. .
_
• n 1
dances. We find little or nothing of all this in the tion." One of the most beautiful t
classic works. They were written in abstraction from class is Liszt’s symphonic poem “T
exact feelings; they are simply mnsical forms, built up which the conflict is entirely spiritu
according to established laws of structure; the feeling laid
laid upon
upon the
the writer
writer of
of “programme
“programme
. y
.
.....
that was their basis, although, real and profound, music shall be interesting m itself a
could not be described in words. But the romantic the programme. Whether muBic ga
music largely proceeds from the attempt to realize pre¬ rather mechanical union of mnsic wi
..
->
..
cise moods in musical sounds; to find some tie that resque ideas is a vexed question.
unites music to images and thoughts; to pervade and il
To sum up the whole subject we
luminate definite emotion with musical motion and color, music is like architecture, not express
This great comprehensive fact of the supposed con¬ or the artist’s personality, abstract
nection between mnsic and definite ideas has given rise beauty; romantic mnsic is more like
to a new critical phraBe, “ music with a poetic basis.” j the product of more definite and
In some works the poetic basis is plainly announced, j colored with national or individual
as in Schumann’s “Forest Scenes,” Grieg’s “Bridal In the first the form is more than
Procession,” or Mendelssohn’s “Midsummer Night’s second the thought is more than the
Dream” overture. In others it is only dimly divined
The Bpace at my command-has
by the hearer, and is differently interpreted by different touch this vast subject in the most ca
persons, as in much of Chopin’s muBic. This tendency way, but the student who carries
is indicated by the immense number of modern works mind will find them inexhaustible
that bear definite titles, such as Schumann’s “Warum?” interest. He can take them outsid
and “ Confused Dreams,” Nicod6’a “TFirst Meeting,” that they apply to the general prog
modern times.
Bendel’s “Moonlight Trip to Love’s Island,” and.end¬ literature
literature of
of modem
times. TheBe
These
,
, ,,
,. , ,,
, ,
less “cascades” and “whispering winds, etc.” In ast merely theoretical; they are of p
others the title is more general and leaves more latitude in the performance it the works of
to the listener’s fancy, such as “ nocturne,” “novellette” supreme aim of the instrumentalist o

concert tour in the Pacific States, and The Etdde could phony No. 5,
not await his return for correcting the proof sheets.
_
.A
...
.
j
, '
. ,
...
v
A^nothmg broadens ones musical outlook, and
gives more and better teaching ideas, than practical
articles on the theory and practice of music teaching,
we call the attention of our read.ers, especially that of
.
.
ce
c u i
i „
e
the new subscribers, to ur offer of back volumes of
The Etude. These can be hadTn unbound volumes at
$1.60, and bound volumes at $2.60, each.
•
We are now prepared to furnish a new and greatlyi
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pianos, Beethov

Commencement Concert of Star
Mississippi. Miss M. Ag
Chorus,
uuuiuo.
“O,I Hail
xamu
Us,
woj Ye
V
Lands,
hands, Grande Valse in A flat
Orcran—“ Soner of th
Pianos and Organ—“Song
-among the Lilies,” Glover; T
Song Without; Words, No. 6, M
4 hands, Heller;
I heel Th
Piano
d Organ
Organ Duo,
Duo, Der
Der Fre
Fre
Piano an’
and
8
8 hands, Grande Valse, Merz;
(descriptive), Kunkel; Overtu
Organ, La Gazza Ladra Rossini

'Pupils' Graduating Concert o
Kansas. II. L. Ainsw
„
.
„ r.
' ,r
..
Concerto, C, Op. 15, wit
Beethoven; Silver Spring, Mas
Pinsuti; Concerto, D Minor, M
Liszt ; Song
King of the
rtQ?ri)ai- k'sTzt ’ Doncertstuck,
DbL T- Now September,
Liszt; Concerto, G Minor, Me

improved “Practice and Time Card” for teacherB to
use in lesson giving. This card provides for noting
down the lesson days and hour, grade of the pupil, num¬
ber of minutes that the pupil shall give to the practice;
of each part of the lesson, record of each day’s practice
and the pupil’s scholarship, for the benefit of parents,
and for the pupil’s encouragement or admonition.
Commencement Concert of Vi
The space provided, is for twenty lessons, with a daily
jp It.
r> Wphh
/
F.
Webb, D
record of work done on every part of the lesson. Price .
‘
A
March and Chorus Trom i a
25 cents per package of 26. See advertisement in this
ner ; Chorus—a,
Chorns—a, “ Rest thee
number of The Etude.
Smart; b.
b, Summer Fancies, M
Raff; Overture, Semiramis, 8
Miller’s Daughter,” Chadwick
Symphony, 8 hands, Beethov
TESTIMONIALS.
liante, Op. 72, 8 hands, W
tI have
....... read several chapters in Mr. Tapper’s
m
, new Finale, Concerto in C (accompa
Weber;M
Waltz Brilliante, 8 ha
"M^L
more than pleased with it. It is a book to be read, read tbat
two were Maying,’ Sm
hands, Herold.
and re-read, thought over and acted upon. It will
snrely.be helpful to all earnest musicians.
' •
| Recital by Pupils of the Milw
Edith W. Hamlin.
J. C. Fillmore,
Volumes II and III of Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ”
Novelette, Op. 21, No. 8, Sc
have been received, and I have taken great pleasure in ■ from Op. 12, Schumann; So
examining them. I know from practical experience movement), Beethoven; Blu
how valuable to the pianist Mason's method is, and Rondo Gapriccioso, Mendelss
these volumes with their copious’riotes bring the benefits No. 22, Rubinstein; Silver S
within the reach of all. Hie system of Technic is corn- Compositions: SonataB; Pearl
plete in itself, and in practical use it gives one a flense of tral part on second piano: C
peculiar power-—strength in the hand, flexibility in the movement only, with
' hiReineck
leck
fingers and sensitiveness in the finger tips.
Concerto in & minor, Mend
Mend
Mr. Mason’s'rhythmical treatment of the scales and l nor (R mat za
Finale),

SSS SETs "“edl^VndZ »■{*■

Henry P. Miller. In these pianos the sweet quality,
combined with great freedom of vibration, produces a
singing and carrying tone which is not only brilliant, but
is like a sweet voice, which touches the heart of all who
hear it., This is a feature which is easily observed in the
Miller piano by all lovers of music, especially when the
piano is heard under reasonably favorable surroundings.
The remarkable testimonials from the great musicians,
placing these pianos above all others, only corroborate
what is apparent to any musical ear. These instruments
will be heard at the Pittsburgh meeting of the Pennsylva¬
nia Association, when the claims here made will be fully
substantiated, and the fact demonstrated that it takes t
prominent part in adding to the pleasure of any pro
gramme in which its services are utilized. * * 'J
—Music and Drama, December 26, 1891.
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This new and improved
days and hours for twenty l
the pupil, the number of mi
each day’s work, etc. The

PRICE 2

Undoubted Success, U

from which the excess of
oil has been removed,

Is Absolutely Pure
and it is Soluble.

No Oltemicais
are used in its prepar¬
ation. It has more
than three times the
|strength of Cocoa
mixed with Starch,
Arrowroot or Sugar, and is therefore far
more economical, costing less tJy%n one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, strengthen¬
ing, easily digested, and admirably adapted
for invalids as well as for persons in health.

. Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO., DORCHESTER, MASS.

Is a
devic
ple, ef
pensi
THE
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jj parat
large
copie
every
etc.;
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specimen and Information of
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30 Cents
Postpaid.
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Address

TIH1RO. FRESSER, FE

• FIVE VALUABLE PAMPH
llSt.li EDITION.
Motes and Bemarks by sneb Musicians as Sr.
Win. Mason, Mr. Wm. If. SVenrood,
Mr. Albert'll. Parsons, etc.

It is concise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of
commendation of it have been received from the most
prominent musicians in more than twenty different
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 76 cents, and in paper
covers, 60 cents* Address

“On f< chinj
• d '• ch
Reform.” 8j
.
Constantin Sternberg...
“What Shall we Play, or Musical Education
Letters to a lady Friend. By Girl Relaec
by John Behmann
“Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or Pu
Hennes,....
“ Advice to Young Students of Pianoforte,5’ A col
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Bor
’ *
hod of Study.
(For Amateurs.)
'
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Lessons in Musical History,

MUSIC AND MUS

The only Complete Snoyolopea

the English Languag

BT

Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops.
soicTonly In complete sets. This mw edition i

JOHN COMEOBT I'lLLffiOEE.

Price for 5 Volumes, (including In
price for Index,
-

Price $1.50, postpaid.

Address,
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe

THEQ. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnu

PHILA

daily designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬
tutions.
Address Publisher,
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A complete, durable, and exceedingly pract
for preparing the hands foi ey-board work
Send for circular.

Pa. \ G. HUDSOM BID WELL, 15 Court S

Onr Concert Grand Organs

have no

stop

structed as to insure the Most Beau■

tiful Effects b

operated by the knees. This does
which often, through damp weather,
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The appearance of the Organ
By a peculiar construction
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LAWRENCE ORGAN

CO.

320 and 322 South
930 and 941 W
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Album for tie Co
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By W. F. GATES.
PRICE ■

$1.60

The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen
from the highest rank of

-IN-

Every teacher—every student—should own tVluoica!
Mosaics. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬
nating.
As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled.

By J. Gr. E. STE

Two Yolnmes.

-

These books contain about
by the best standard and cla
ranged especially for the Re
and style similar to the Peter
volumes are a desirable supp
organ method, the pieces bein
VI. Discount to teachers.

T Cal (1 Cl ©CD II11 Pi
1704 Chestnut Street, P

HARRY CLYDE

TEWOR APJD INST

BEAUTIFUL Mb INSTRUCTIVE.

Iasi® as

In Voice Culture and Artistic Sing
Methods.
9m

Studio, 8 Euolid Ave., -

C

Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio

By CARL MEEZ, MUS. DR,
JAMES

M.

T

LEIP8IC AND WEIMA

PRICE $1.75.

Pfl AM II ST, YE AC HER,
aOKTTEWTS.

Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful,
Plea for Music, Value of Musical
Education, Memory, Woman in
Music, Harmony, Imagiuaion, Expr sail n, Mas ims
The work ia alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To
both it offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contains over
200 pages and is printed in most excellent style'.

—-TERMS:
800.00 for twenty one-hour loBsonB. 830.00
ADDRESS :

37 Fort Avenue, or Chickering’s, 15

W,

RHY8-HE

Mas. Bm.; Gold Me

Teaches Harmony, Co

BY CORRESPON

Pupils prepared for Musical Examinatio

Address,

HAZLE
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TEAOHEB OUT PI
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MASON’S ‘ TOUCH AN

673 Madison Ave., New Y

141 Montague St., Brooklyn

A GAME POE EVERY MUSIC STUDENT.
.PRICE 35 GTS., POSTPAID.

Root's-Training S
for Teacher

GEO. F. BOOT, President. FBED
The game, which consists of 48 cardB, can be played by
any number of players. The object of the game is to
impress on the mind of the players the important events
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians.
Add t ess Publisher,

THEOD0BE PRESSES,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa

243 WABASH AVE.

Teachers prepared in the following d
Notation, Tl«e«ry, Mutate Re
Seltool Music, ChurcB
Private and C
S«lo Singing, Harmony
as set forth in The Normal Musical Ha
liooi’s New Course in Voice Culture an
School in session at Chicago during
Sliver Lake Assembly, Wyoming Co., N
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the great barrier to a proper advancement in
Science, having investigated this
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Bubject, has discovered and can explain
the reasons of such uneconomical resuits, and can now supply at a cheap
cost a better and more direct process

for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the-hand.

.-

Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own personal use.

Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them-

upon

Sensitive Piano Tough, and Ways and Means, to us Acqfibe-

MENT.

> seat free, on application to

J. ESW11B F@@W,
, ■ Scie'.Agent for the Brotherhood Teoltnioon,, .
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OATALOQUE8 FREE.
323 T© 333 SO. ©AHAL STREET

romans oi rot imsieians.
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES.

Price Si.00. Postage and Tube, I© cts. Extras
“ $5.©0, with Frame, Antique Oak.
Packed to @0 by Express at purchaser's cfrar@a.
The following are now ready:—

BEETHOVEH, MENDELSSOHN, MOZABT,
WAGIEB, HAHDEt. CH0PI1J,
LISZT,
OTHS3BB TO FOLLOW.

The elegant portmita have given the greatest satisfac¬
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these
was %4u&0 each, withonl frame. Suitable for the most
elegant Studio, Music Room,or Parlor.

HAH UFACTUKED

©ISAHTO

VS ALL STYLES O
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-BY--

CHASE BROS. PIAN

Factories: ©rand Rapids and Muskegon,
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected
iL £sL}a%J. &
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and No. 1704 Chestnut Street
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated.
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®Y THOHAS TAPPER

PIANO, SIX HANDS.

1866.
’
1939.
1976.

The Three Inseparables.
Very easy
arrangements by Max Schulize:
- Vol. 1. 16 Classical Pieces... 1 00
- Vol. 2. 18 Dances and Marches-..--... 1 00
- Vol. 3. 17 Popular Melodies. 1 00
TWO PIANOS, FOUR HANDS.

1961. Goria.

Marche triomphale.... ...
,

60

VIOD1N SOD©.

1994. Rode. 12 Celebrated Etudes. Revised and
lingered by Edw. Singer..

60

TWO VIODINS.

(Harch Brillanto for Plaao,
rhia brilliant March la dedicate
jyed every night by bis orchest
th on eat success. A NicR TEAC

Alw) send for the beautiful song,
ag is used by the best of singers

teral discount to teachers. Send a
0. W, LAKE. Publishe
implete Copies sent as Sampl
-—»——-———a

1966. Brunt® 6 Duettinos. Op. 6..
1979. Gemimiamio 12 Instructive Duets.......
1967. Haydn. 3 Duets. Op. 99.
1968. Mazas. 6 Little Duets. Op. 46.
1969-70. — 6 Easy and Brilliant Duets. Op. 82.
2 Books, each.
1971. Pleyel. 3 Grand Duets. Op. 69.

50
60
60
60
50
60
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SAMUEL XAYZ

y

CJrvtnn rr 'Tom
bpn% lerm Upeil

--

.->vt'• .•.
VI©DIN AND VIODA.
1972. Pleyel.

3 Grand Duets.

Op. 69.

50

PIANO AND VIODIN.
1996. Album Celebre.
Vol. 2.
4 Celebrated
Waltzes by Royle, Lamothe, Reeder, and
Waldteufel....... ! 00
1937. Album of 11 Celebrated Dances...
75
1895._liiplnskl. Op 21. Concerto miiitaire—..
ffi
253b. Volk8lieder»Album. Vol. 2. 60 Favorite
Songs (easy) ..
gq
2002. Banda, C. Trois petites Bluettes.
66
VOCAD STUDIES.
435b. Cuncone. Op. 9. 6Q Lessons,arranged for
Low Voice..
1989. — Op 12.
15 Vocalises for Sop. or Mezzo
Sop.
1990. — Op. 10. 25 Lessons for the Vni _

60
60
Kfl

Complete Catalogues and Schmidt’s Piano Teachers’
nuaX sent fr
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*
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BEGINS TUESDAY, JULY I,

Twe.nty ir.eaaomo to a elaoo
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